2018 FALL MEETING SUMMARY

The Fall Meeting is one of the AAOS’ most prominent leadership events. It supports dialogue concerning critical issues affecting orthopaedic surgeons, their patients, and the delivery of quality health care. In addition, the Fall Meeting provides forums for the Board of Councilors (BOC) and the Board of Specialty Societies (BOS) to conduct their business, such as open hearings, business meetings, and committee meetings. Members of the AAOS Board of Directors (BOD), the Leadership Fellow mentors and mentees, the Resident Assembly (RA) Executive Committee and surgeons and staff from several state and specialty orthopaedic societies also participate in the AAOS Fall Meeting. Two hundred five (205) people, excluding AAOS staff, attended the 2018 Fall Meeting in San Antonio, Texas, which occurred Thursday, October 25 through Saturday, October 27.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

The BOC/BOS Planning Committee, comprised of the BOC and BOS Officers, involves the meeting participants in the symposia development. During the 2018 NOLC, there was a “Fall Meeting Call for Symposia Topics”, where attendees could state their suggested topics. Twenty-one topics were suggested for the BOC/BOS Planning Committee’s review. From this list of topics, the BOC/BOS Planning Committee narrowed the symposia offerings to six topics.

SELECTED SYMPOSIAS

The following is a synopsis of the presented symposia. Presentations are available on the AAOS website at: https://www.aaos.org/About/Events/FallReg/. AAOS Now may include articles summarizing several of the presentations, too.

Symposium I: Cybersecurity, Hacks, and Ransom
Moderator: Amy Ladd, MD
Speakers: Sam Murrell, MD
Gregory Garza
Paul Haisman

Technology hacks and digital ransom demands have become more commonplace in the healthcare sector, and many physicians and practices may not be well equipped to ward off a future attack. In a panel discussion led by Amy Ladd, MD, three speakers discussed real-world examples of healthcare hacks and tips to improve cybersecurity.

Sam Murrell, MD, an orthopaedic surgeon in Tennessee, discussed his first-hand experience of the hacking of his organization’s server. "Orthopaedic practices are a nice target,” he cautioned. "Apparently, the practices are of the size where there’s a certain revenue associated with the practices, that it makes you a good target.”

Gregory Garza, of the FBI, said he sees more and more hacks on healthcare practices. “Most folks that aren’t IT or cyber savvy—all they know is they got hacked. That’s about the extent of their knowledge,” he said. Mr. Garza discussed how a physician’s social media and online presence can be used for research purposes that eventually assist in a successful hack. He also gave advice on managing and protecting passwords to avoid giving hackers another avenue to gain access to sensitive information.

Paul Haisman, MBA, BSc, chief information officer at AAOS, discussed the importance of the Academy’s data preservation. He gave updates on how the Academy is working to protect that data by, in part, bolstering its IT team, improving training, and installing monitoring services. “We reached a pretty big milestone this past year, bringing registries back in under the Academy realm,” he said. “That is a game changer for the way the management handles the information and secures the data within the organization itself. That extends to the membership data as well. But we are, for the first time, accepting full, confidential PHI data into the systems that run the registries.”
Symposium II: The Science, Art, and Ethics of Medicine

Moderator: Thomas Muzzonigro, MD
Speakers: Robert Quinn, MD
David Jevsevar, MD, MBA
Adolph Yates, Jr., MD
Kevin Shrock, MD

Four speakers discussed perspectives on research and quality in orthopaedics.

Robert H. Quinn, MD, chair of the AAOS Council on Research and Quality (CORQ), said the healthcare system lacks real competition, which does not create value for patients. Dr. Quinn gave updates on CORQ initiatives and discussed long-term strategic planning and values. “We’re here to try and envision what the landscape is going to look like and to best prepare you, our membership, for that landscape,” he said. He gave an overview of the CORQ committees, their 2018 accomplishments, and future plans.

David S. Jevsevar, MD, MBA, of Dartmouth-Hitchcock, discussed the concept of “proof” in orthopaedic research. He stresses to residents leaving his facility to focus on the one-quarter percent of research that is not guaranteed and how to address it. Dr. Jevsevar took the audience through orthopaedic research from the 1970s to present, noting there is “lots of ‘proof’ that could be better when we’re looking in orthopaedics. It occurs because of all the biases that occurs in research.” He concluded, “We can all agree that we want to provide the best care possible, and [that] means taking the best research, using our own experiences, and then using the patient preferences and situations.”

Adolph “Chick” Yates, Jr., MD, of the University of Pittsburgh, talked about conflicts of interest in research and how to approach the literature. “Too many conflicted chefs will spoil the meal, and ghost writers should not be invisible,” he said. Reversal of medical practice is not uncommon, and there are several potential areas of bias in guidelines and the literature.

Kevin B. Shrock, MD, of Fort Lauderdale Orthopaedics & Sports Medicine, discussed practical aspects of research and quality in the real world, with a specific look at regenerative medicine. He discussed how unqualified healthcare providers may be touting the effects of things like stem cell treatments, promising over-the-top results and charging a premium. “For nonorthopaedists, we really can’t do anything directly, but if we set the standards for ourselves and become involved in the process that helps state and federal agencies regulate the industry, then at least we’ve made a positive impact indirectly,” he said. Dr. Shrock also stressed the need to educate Academy members, patients, and primary care providers who may be recommending regenerative treatments.

Symposium III: Employee Law, Arbitration, Unions for Surgeons

Moderator: Basil Besh, MD
Speakers: Catherine Hanson
Peter Mandell, MD
Kimball Ross

Shifts in healthcare systems, the consolidation of insurance markets, and the trend of increasing physician employment requires a fresh look at options for physician collective bargaining. Three speakers discussed the history of these changes and options for improving physician employment arrangements.

Peter Mandell, MD, an orthopedic surgeon in Burlingame, Calif., began with a brief history of insurance. States had trouble regulating insurers, and, in 1944, the Supreme Court ruled that Congress could regulate insurers. The Court also ruled that antitrust laws applied to the insurance industry because insurance is part of interstate commerce. According to Dr. Mandell, the McCarran-Ferguson Act of 1945 gave insurers the upper hand. “The Act itself doesn’t regulate insurance, [but] what it does is declare that Congressional Acts, which do not explicitly regulate insurance, will not preempt state regulations. That means insurers are exempt from antitrust laws if states regulate in
that area,” he said. Dr. Mandell said AAOS supported the Health Insurance Industry Antitrust Enforcement Act of 2009, which declared that nothing in the McCarran–Ferguson Act shall be construed to permit health insurance issuers to engage in any form of price fixing, bid rigging, or market allocations in connection with providing health insurance coverage.

Catherine Hanson, JD, of Whatley Kallas, LLP, discussed National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) protections for employees, which allow the forming of unions. However, she noted that supervisors are excluded from joining these groups for fear that they would “corrupt” the system. The definition of supervisor is “sweeping, [and] once you are defined as such, you are not protected under NRLA,” she said. “I suspect that there is not an orthopaedic surgeon in this room or country who is not engaged in responsibly directing the employees of a hospital when it comes to providing care to patients.”

Kimball Ross concluded the session by talking about the political aspects of independent practice associations, asking, “How does a medical society represent their employee positions once they go in-house” with employee contracts? He discussed his own example of how this was done in Texas. “I think the resolution to this is going to be political, because you’re going to have to change either state or federal laws that facilitate the ability for organized medicine to represent the interests of their members,” he concluded.

**Symposium IV: Domestic and International Humanitarian Outreach**

**Moderator:** C. Craig Satterlee, MD  
**Speakers:**  
Amy Ladd, MD  
Rick Wilkerson, DO  
Kaye Wilkins, DVM, MD

Three speakers discussed their personal experiences in domestic and international humanitarian work to bring orthopaedic care to underserved populations.

Amy Ladd, MD, of Stanford Health Care, discussed her work on the Navajo Reservation, which is a “devastatingly poor” population living in a remote area. Half the population is unemployed and does not have electricity or running water; half of the elder population does not speak English. In addition, more than 15 percent are considered to be in poor or extremely poor health. “The treatment focus is primarily around chronic disease,” she said.

Rick Wilkerson, DO, of Northwest Iowa Bone, Joint & Sports Surgeons, went to Pakistan in the early 1990s. “It was here that I learned that despite the best intentions of many of us that send [medical supplies] overseas in the developing world, trying to make things easier and better to do surgery, it doesn’t always work out,” he said. An example of this was a batch of C-arms that Italy donated to Libya; one of the machines broke, and no one knew how to fix it, he said, rendering it useless in the clinic. Now, having spent more than 20 years working on missions overseas, he provided the audience 10 keys to success in doing humanitarian work, one of which was immersing yourself in the local culture and understanding the equipment and support levels.

Kaye Wilkins, DVM, MD, of the University of Texas Health Science Center, noted that while there are many programs available overseas, areas within the United States also require extra assistance. He shared a personal experience of providing pediatric orthopaedic care in southern Texas, which did not have this specialized care when he arrived in 1973. In time, fellowship-trained pediatric orthopaedic surgeons established practices in the area, and today, the area has 50 of these practices.

All three speakers encouraged attendees to engage in a humanitarian program, whether short- or long-term, calling it a fulfilling experience.
Symposium V: Professional Well-Being and Burn-Out

Moderator: Robert Orfaly, MD
Speakers: Ramon Jimenez, MD
Michael Tutty, PhD, MHA

Changes in health care may have resulted in an increasing feeling of burnout for physicians. When physician well-being is suboptimal, patient care can suffer. Two speakers addressed this concern and provided insights to improve the working environment to reengage physicians and promote the highest levels patient care.

Ramon Jimenez, MD, an orthopaedic surgeon in Monterey, Calif., asked the audience to consider if they still enjoyed orthopaedic surgery, whether they feel they have agency in practice, and other questions pertaining to self-care. He said nearly 50 percent of residents and 25 percent to 50 percent of practicing orthopaedic surgeons have lingering or episodic symptoms of burnout. Dr. Jimenez highlighted the AAOS Patient Safety Committee, which seeks to help restore meaning and purpose to orthopaedic practice by supporting surgeons. The committee is developing online resources for physicians, including self-assessment tools, tips, and other educational initiatives. When physicians have joy in practice, there are less errors and reduced patient harm. He provided the audience with tips for improving the work environment. “We’re physicians treating the patients first; we must fall in love with the concept again, with who we are and what we do best,” he concluded.

Michael Tutty, PhD, MHA, of the American Medical Association (AMA), said one in five physicians intend to reduce clinical work hours in the next year, and one in 50 intend to leave medicine altogether in the next two years to pursue a different career due to burnout. One of the biggest causes of frustration for physicians is the time spent updating electronic health records, he said. Physician burnout is a symptom of system dysfunction, said Dr. Tutty. “If we’re going to address burnout, we really need to fix the system issues that cause [the] dysfunction,” said Dr. Tutty, noting that the AMA is focused on tackling this issue at a national level to identify resources for practices.

Symposium VI: Professional Behavior 2.0: How Medical Systems Influence Professional Behavior and What to Do About It

Moderator: Dirk Alander, MD, MHA
Speakers: Kevin Bozic, MD, MBA
Charlene Dewey, MD, MEd, FACP

As a follow-up to a session presented in June at the National Orthopaedic Leadership Conference, two speakers discussed professional behavior. Specifically, they talked about work stressors and their impact on behavior, as well as when to encourage behavior changes and when to part ways.

Charlene M. Dewey, MD, MEd, FACP, of the Vanderbilt University School of Medicine, named four areas where professionalism can lapse: distressed behaviors, sexual boundary violations, improper prescribing, and impairment. She stressed that there is a relationship between personal wellness and work behaviors, noting that mental health, substance use and abuse, personal issues, burnout, and more can impact professional behavior and interactions. Dr. Dewey addressed her organization’s approach to promoting safety and wellness with both individual and institutional methods. “The individual and the organization [are] definitely both sources for unprofessional behavior, so you have to address both,” she said. Dr. Dewey concluded by asking the audience, “If you could change one thing at your institution, what approach might [most likely] be addressed?” At least half of attendees said they would look at workflow solutions from an organizational approach.

Kevin Bozic, MD, MBA, of the Dell Medical School at the University of Texas, Austin, discussed tools for developing a culture of professionalism, noting that his facility has a “unique opportunity,” as it is the first medical school built in the United States on a tier one research campus in 50 years. “We are really starting from scratch” in incorporating professionalism training and building an organizational culture, he said. Dr. Bozic said professionalism needs to be taught and cannot simply be expected from residents or trainees. Professionalism is a critical core competency that has implications for
patient outcomes and physician wellness. Developing professional attitudes, values, and behaviors starts in medical school, continues throughout training and practice, and requires a commitment to lifelong learning, he concluded.

**AAOS Presidential Line Update**
David Halsey, MD, AAOS President
Kristy Weber, MD, AAOS First Vice President
Joseph Bosco, III, MD, AAOS Second Vice President

Dr. Halsey, Dr. Weber and Dr. Bosco participated in an interactive question session to update the Fall Meeting participants on several initiatives the Board of Directors continues to address in 2018.

The PL reported on the status of the work to date by the Governance Task Force. During the governance review process, the Task Force conducted a comprehensive assessment of the current AAOS Governance structure. The Task Force formulated a set of principles that would specify how the AAOS Board will be structure and governed. The PL shared the Governance Principles that were adopted by the Board at its September 2018 meeting. Efforts will continue in 2019 to address further changes to AAOS governance to ensure that it can effectively execute against an organizational strategy.

The PL responded to questions about the current development of a new AAOS Strategic Plan that will be rolled out in 2019 to position the AAOS for success in the next five years. The PL explained the detailed review conducted of the current AAOS Strategic Plan and the work of the Strategic Plan Project Team to better understand member’s needs, focus on core competencies and the strategic partnerships needed to create new member value and loyalty. The new AAOS Strategic Plan, includes a new AAOS Vision along with strategic goals, and will be presented to the Board for approval at its December 2018 meeting. The PL also discussed the role of the BOC and BOS in communicating this work to its constituents.

The Board of Directors continues to look at member value and to better understand who 18,000 plus Active Fellows are. The annual member survey will help the AAOS to better understand what our members need at the various educational and professional stages of their career. Some of the greatest challenges the AAOS will face is adapting to the changing environment in healthcare and providing its members with the appropriate resources to survive.

The PL discussed the role of the BOC and BOS in moving forward with communicating the Governance Principles and the new AAOS Strategic Plan. The BOC and BOS are important conduits as advisory bodies to the Board of Directors. These groups provide the opportunity for an important two-way communication with the orthopaedic state societies and specialty societies to share critical information that will impact our members.

At the conclusion of the session, Mr. Dino Damalas, AAOS Chief Operating Officer, provided an overview of the new Orthopaedic Video Theater (OVT) recently launched and is an expanded AAOS member benefit.

**Business Activities of the Board of Councilors and the Board of Specialty Societies**
The BOC held one business meeting, one leadership meeting, and six committee meetings while the BOS held two business meetings, one leadership meeting, and one committee meeting. Also, the BOC and the BOS held three combined committee meetings and hosted one social event to encourage networking among the meeting registrants.

The BOC/BOS Resolutions Committee conducted an open hearing to listen to comments on three proposed AAOS advisory opinions, one proposed AAOS resolution that was withdrawn and resubmitted as an AAOS advisory opinion and two AAOS resolutions requiring a five-year review.

The proposed advisory opinions were:
1. The American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons should consider revision of the current conflict of interest guidelines as applied to service on the AAOS Board of Directors.
2. The American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons should consider clarification and standardization of the process for creation of Plans for Active Management.
3. Disaster Preparedness.

The Five-Year Review of AAOS Resolutions involved the evaluation of two resolutions that were adopted after the 2014 Annual Meeting.

1. Association Resolution #1: Educate and Promote Volunteerism and Orthopaedic Advocacy.
2. Academy Resolution #2: Support for Orthopaedic Research.

The BOC/BOS Bylaws Review Committee also conducted its open hearing to consider comments on three proposed amendments to the AAOS Bylaws.

The three proposed amendments to the AAOS Bylaws included:

1. Membership Articles – Association.

After the Open Hearing, the BOC/BOS Resolutions Committee and the BOC/BOS Bylaws Review Committee discussed the proposed documents, the open hearing comments, and deliberated. The committees presented their recommendations to the BOC and the BOS during the joint BOC/BOS Business Meeting where the two groups discussed and voted on the recommendations. The results from the votes will be considered by the Board of Directors at its December 2018 meeting.

**Evaluation**

Eighty-three percent (83%) of the 66 respondents polled via the Audience Response System (ARS) indicated that the meeting was a valuable experience. Of those respondents, eighty-eight percent (88%) strongly agreed or agreed that the topics discussed were relevant, with fifty-five percent (55%) strongly agreeing and thirty-three percent (33%) agreeing that that the presentations provided important and useful information. Eighty-six percent (86%) of 68 respondents gave a Good or Excellent overall rating of the Fall Meeting.

**Future Program Planning**

The 2019 Fall Meeting will occur in Nashville, Tennessee in October. In December, AAOS leadership will begin developing the 2019 NOLC which will occur in Washington, DC in June.